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ANY KLARION readers will be familiar with

the work of veteran journalist, David Ashforth, a

regular contributor to the Sporting Life and the

Racing Post over many years. As the dust jacket proclaims, he

was once lauded by the late John McCririck as ‘the

outstanding racing journalist of our generation’; like many of

McCririck’s assertions that opinion might provoke lengthy

debate, but it is undeniable that Ashforth’s writing has made a

huge contribution to the enjoyment of the sport in Britain.

His latest project is an entertaining and beautifully

presented collection of ‘curiosities’ which have caught his

attention during his long career in writing about racing. The

scope of these curiosities is amazing, ranging from the story

behind Jack Berry’s trademark red shirts to an explanation as

to why the great stallion St. Simon’s skin came to be on

display at Heath House in Newmarket; and from the

legendary author Charles Dickens’ visit to the St Leger in

1857 to an appreciation of the late, great, John Rickman, the

face of televised racing in the days of the ITV Seven.

The stories relate not only to the great horses and

horsemen, but also to art, literature and the contribution

racing has made to popular culture, both

in Britain and abroad. The various

curiosities have all been meticulously

researched, and even in relation to some

of the stories I already knew, Ashforth

produces fine details of which I was not

previously aware. 

The stories are organised into 16

discrete themes, which make the volume

a perfect bedside reference book into

which one can dip, whether one wants to

read about the day Groucho Marx met

Prince Monolulu, or all about ‘Totopoly’, that marvellous

board game which celebrates some of the winners of the

Lincoln Handicap in the years prior to the game’s launch in

1938. I particularly enjoyed learning that Khalid Abdullah’s

racing colours were inspired by the green, pink and white

shades of his curtains!

Throughout its 250 or so pages, the book is liberally

sprinkled with some interesting photographs, both in colour

and black and white, which help bring the author’s tales to

life.

I was pleased to note that the book was sponsored by the

Tote. Most writers on the subject of racing will know how

difficult it is to persuade publishers that their proposed

projects can be commercially viable, so it is encouraging to

know that some bodies within racing are willing to support a

venture like this.

Credit, too, must go to the publishers, Merlin Unwin, who

have added to their existing catalogue of equine publications

with this thoroughly enjoyable book.
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